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Decayt → bWZt → bWZt → bWZ within the context of the left-right mirror model
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In this paper the left-right mirror model is applied to the decayt → bWZ, according to the Feynman rules given by the model. We write
the corresponding width in compact form in terms of the Standard Model width by assuming the contribution to theWZW vertex being of
the same order of magnitude as that of thetZt andbZb vertices. The width has to be compared with recent experimental data in order to get
preliminary values for the parameters of the model, since these quantities have not been measured yet. With the appropriate rules given by
the model we can deal with other related decays and improve results.
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En este artı́culo se aplica el modelo izquierdo-derecho especular al decaimientot → bWZ, siguiendo las reglas de Feynman proporcionadas
por el modelo. Escribimos la anchura correspondiente en forma compacta en términos de la del Modelo Estándar suponiendo que la con-
tribución al v́erticeWZW es del mismo orden de magnitud que la de los vérticestZt y bZb. La anchura debe de compararse con datos
experimentales recientes para obtener valores preliminares de los parámetros del modelo, ya que estas cantidades no han sido medidas aún.
Con las reglas apropiadas que da el modelo podemos tratar otros decaimientos del mismo tipo y mejorar resultados.
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1. Introduction

In 1956 Lee and Yang [1] presented a theory where the cou-
pling between a charged lepton and a neutrino contains both a
vector (V) part and an axial (A) part, so that the fermion cur-
rent has aV − A structure. Thus the parity (P) is maximally
violated. In the standard model (SM), theV −A structure of
electroweak interactions is built in by assuming that only the
left-handed fermions transform nontrivially under the gauge
groupSU(2), and only they couple to the weak gauge bo-
sonW . However, the inclusion of a second class of fermions
coupling to theW boson withV + A currents restoresP .
Such particles have been called mirror fermions. Technically,
mirror fermions are introduced in specific models to cancel
anomalies. Ordinary and mirror fermions are conjugated to
each other with respect to the gauge group, and the anomaly
cancellation is automatic. Mirror particles appear naturally
in many extensions of theSM , such as the grand unified the-
ories (GUT), extended supersymmetry(2 ≤ N ≤ 8) [2],
string theories, and Kaluza-Klein theories. The extended su-
persymmetric theories are vector like, implying the existence
of mirror fermions. In a superstring-inspired unification, pos-
sibly connected toN = 2 supergravity, the standard fermions
would have both mirror and supersymmetric partners [3].

The strongCP problem is associated with the suppres-
sion of theθ term that breaks P andCP symmetries of

the QCD Lagrangian. Recently, models involving mirror
fermions have discussed within a left-right(LR) symmet-
ric context [4,5]. These models offer a possible solution to
the strongCP problem. On the other hand, mirror fermions
can manifest themselves through their mixing with the stan-
dard fermions generating, for instance, new sources of flavor
changing neutral processes, which could lead to observable
signatures and to constrain such models.

The left-right mirror model(LRMM) assigns right-
handed doublets and left-handed singlets of isospin within
the context of the groupSU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R ⊗ U(1). That
is, the right-handed mirror fermions transform like doublets,
and the left-handed like singlets, underSU(2)R. This model
gives results in agreement with experiments for the decays
Z → νν̄, Z → νM ν̄M , andZ → eē, andbb̄, where the
suffix M stands for “mirror”. It also helps the problems of
the deficit of atmospheric and solar neutrinos and of the dark
matter [6,7]. In ref. [8] there were obtained the off-diagonal
couplings of the model that produce flavor- changing neutral
currents, which could be a sign of new physics. When quarks
are considered, from theLRMM one can obtain the associ-
ated rules in the charged sector, now applied to the rare decay
t → bWZ. This decay has a predicted branching ratio (BR)
in Standard Model (SM) of order10−6 [9], which is beyond
the sensibility of Tevatron or even CERN Large Hadron Col-
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lider (LHC); in the general version with the incorporation of
two Higgs doublets, the BR is≈ 10−2 [10], which seems
feasible to be detected at the LHC.

However, the decayt → bWZ has peculiar features be-
cause it occurs near the kinematical threshold(Mt ∼ MW +
Mb +MZ). This fact has as a consequence that theW andZ
finite-width affects the theoretical value of the corresponding
width.

In this work we give an extended version of the decay
t → bWZ; in fact, in relation with a previous one [11],
here we have discussed points such as connections with su-
persymmetric theories and other treatments, comparison with
the eventt → bWγ, loop corrections, and so on.

2. Left-right mirror model

The first family of leptons and quarks is

(
νe

e

)

L

, eR,

(
νe

e

)

MR

, eML

(
u
d

)

L

, uR, dR,

(
u
d

)

MR

, uML, dML,

respectively. Similar expressions can be written for the other
families.

The Lagrangian involving the interactions between
fermions and gauge bosons is given by

Lint = ψ̄iγµDµψ + ψ̄M iγµDMµψM (1)

whereDµ andDMµ are the ordinary and mirror covariant
derivatives, respectively, written as:

iDµ =
i∂

xµ
− 1

2
g τiWiµ − 1

2
g′Y Bµ (2)

iDMm =
i∂

xµ
− 1

2
gM τMiWMiµ − 1

2
g′Y Bµ (3)

Hereτi, i = 1, 2, 3, stands for the Pauli matrices. This
Lagrangian can be decomposed in its neutral and charged
parts. The first one is [4], withgM = g:

Lnc =
e

sc

∑

a=L,R

ψ̄γµU+
a [(cα − s2sα

r
)T3a − c2sα

r
TM3a

+s2(
sα

r
− cα)Q]UaψaZµ (4)

where

s = sin θW , c = cos θW , sα = sin θα,

cα = cos θα, r = cβcθW
and θW

is the Weinberg angle;Ua is the unitary matrix containing the
parameters of the model and relates the gauge eigenstatesψ0

a

with the corresponding mass eigenstatesψa, i.e. [4,8]:

Ua =
(

Aa Ba

Ca Da

)
(5)

and

ψa = (ψi, ψMi)T
a , i = L,R. (6)

Further, α and β are the rotation angles between the
Z − Z ′, andZ ′ −A gauge bosons, respectively.T3 andTM3

are the respective diagonal generators of theSU(2)L and
SU(2)R groups . By means of the definition of U we get
for Lnc [12]:

Lnc = (ψ̄γµAψ + ψ̄MγµBψM )LZµ

+ (ψ̄γµCψ + ψ̄MγµDψM )RZµ

+ (ψ̄γµKψM + ψ̄MγµK+ψ)LZµ

+ (ψ̄γµLψM + ψ̄MγµL+ψM )RZµ (7)

with

K =
1
2
δ′A+B, L =

1
2
ε′C+D

δ′ =
e

sc
(cα − s2sα

r
)

ε′ = − e

sc

c2sα

r
where, as for the charged sector, it is found:

Lc = − g√
2
[(ψ̄0

uLγµW+
µ ψ0

dL + ψ̄0
dLγµW−

µ ψ0
uL

+ ψ̄0
MuRγµW+

Mµψ0
MdR + ψ̄0

MdRγµW−
Mµψ0

MuR) (8)

with

ψ̄0
uL = (ū0, c̄0, t̄0)L, ψ̄0

dL = (d̄0, s̄0, b̄0)L, (9)

3. The transition amplitude

The tree-level diagrams corresponding to the decay
t → bWZ are given in Fig. 1. The contributions of the
LRMM to thetZt vertex are [11]

g

cos θW

[
−1

2

(
cos α− sin2 θW sin α

rθW

)
(A+A)ttL

+
2
3

sin2 θW

(
sinα

rθW

− cos α

)]
≡ A′ttL (10)

−1
2

g

cos θW

[
cos2 θW sin α

rθW

(C+C)ttR

+
2
3

sin2 θW

(
sin α

rθW

− cos θW

)]
≡ C ′ttR (11)
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For theZ boson with the b quark one has:

g

cos θW

[
−1

2

(
cos α− sin2 θW sin α

rθW

)
(A+A)bbL

−1
3

sin2 θW

(
sinα

rθW

− cos α

)]
≡ A′′bbL (12)

g

cos θW

[
−1

2

(
cos2 θW sin α

rθW

)
(C+C)bbR

−1
3

sin2 θW

(
sinα

rθW

− cos θW

)]
≡ C ′′bbR (13)

Finally, theW coupling with these quarks is:

− 1√
2
g(A∗bbLA∗ttL). (14)

The associated amplitudes to Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) are then:

Ma) + Mb) ≡ Mab = − 1√
2
g(A∗bbLA∗ttLA′′ttLb̄Lγµ∆bγ

νtL

+ A∗bbLA∗ttLA′ttLb̄Lγν∆tγ
µtL)εWνεZµ, (15)

with

∆t = i
(k1 · γ + mt)

k2
1 −m2

t

, ∆b = i
(k2 · γ + mb)

k2
2 −m2

b

(16)

Mab can be rewritten as:

Mab = Aνµ

2∑

i=1

aiM
νµ
i , (17)

where

Aνµ = − 1√
2
gεWν εZµ (18)

a1 =
A∗bbLA∗ttLA′′ttL

k2
2 −m2

b

a2 =
A∗bbLA∗ttLA′ttL

k2
1 −m2

1

and

Mνµ
1 = ū(pb)(1 + γ5)γµ(k2 · γ + mb)γν(1− γ5)u(pt)

Mνµ
2 = ū(pb)(1 + γ5)γν(k1 · γ + mt)γµ(1− γ5)u(pt)

The amplitude for Fig. 1(c) is

Mc) =− 1√
2
g(−ig cos θW )

( −i

k2
3 −M2

W

)

×
(

gλρ − kλ
3 kρ

3

M2
W

)
εµ
W εn

ν {(A∗bbLA∗ttL)uL(pb)γλ

× [(pZ + k3)µgρν + (pW − pZ)ρgµν ]

−(k3 + pW )νgρµ]uL(pt)} (19)

FIGURE 1. t −→ bW+Z. Feynman diagrams for the amplitudes
Ma), Mb), andMc).

After combination of these equations one finds for the
complete amplitude of this process:

M=− 1√
2
gεWµεν

Z{aLb̄Lγµ∆bγ
νtL−bLb̄Lγν∆tγ

µtL

−
(

g cos θW

k2
3 −M2

W

)(
gλρ − kλ

3 kρ
3

M2
W

)
cLuL(pb)γλ

×[(pZ + k3)µgρν + (pW − pZ)ρgµν

−(k3 + pW )νgρµ]uL(pt)} (20)

with

aL = A∗bbLA∗ttLA′′ttL,

bL = A∗bbLA∗ttLA′ttL,

cL = A∗bbLA∗ttL. (21)

We take as a first approximationα small (otherwise the
number of parameters is increased),i.e., a nearly diagonal
mixing matrix if we consider the extraZ ′ neutral boson to be
sufficiently more massive than theZ boson, obtaining:

A′′ttL ≈ A′ttL ≈
g

cos θW

(
gbL +

α sin2 θW

6rθW

)
(22)
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gbL = −1
2

+
1
3

sen2θW

so that

M ≈ cL(Ma) + Mb))SM (1 + δ) + cLMc) SM (23)

wherecL is given by Eq. (21) and

δ = α sin2 θW /6rθW . (24)

Now we assume that the new contribution of the model to
Mc) is of the same order ofδ, then

M ≈ cL(1 + δ)MSM (25)

and the width is

Γ ≈ |cL|2(1 + 2δ)ΓSM . (26)

Since theWZW coupling has not been discussed yet in
the model, we assume it is roughly of the same form that
for the vertices̄bZb and t̄Zt , to first order ofg. How-
ever, to our knowledge there is no experimental bounds for
Γ(t → bWZ). For the main decay modet → bW one has

M =
(

1
2

√
2
)

Vtbgc∗Lū(pb)γµ(1− γ5)u(pt) (27)

or

M = c∗LMSM (28)

This implies [13]:

Γ = |cL|2ΓSM ≈ 1.4|cL|2GeV (29)

With the result [14]:

R ≡ B(t → bW )/
∑

q=d,s,b

B(t → qW )

= Γ(t → bW )/
∑

q=d,s,b

Γ(t → qW ) = 0.94, (30)

which tell us that the contributions of thed ands quarks are
almost negligible, we obtain

Γ(t → bW ) = 0.94
∑

q=d,s,b

Γ(t → qW ) (31)

4. Conclusions

We have found the transition amplitude for the decay
t → bWZ in theLRMM , according to Eqs. (20) and (21).
By means of these relations and confronting with the expres-
sion given by the Standard Model [15], one can compare with
experiment to predict parameters of the model such asAtt.
However, to our knowledge, there is no measured value re-
ported for the width of the decayt → bWZ. This is because
the sensibility of the current experiments are below(10−4) of
the required theoretical width [9]. As it is known, the decay
t → bWγ has a largerBR as compared with the decay we are
dealing with, (≈ 10−3, [16]), and even increases one order of
magnitude according to a recent report [17]. On the other
hand, the above formulae can be corrected and simplified if
one works in the t quark center of mass system and the mass
of the b quark is neglected. These approximations will not
be so large due to the expected smallness of the involved pa-
rameters; that is why we have used the reduced Eqs. (25-26).
Other investigation has been made recently in this model in-
cluding Higgses [18].

Concerning one loop radiative corrections to our process,
we must include in Fig. 1 diagrams containing self-energies
in the fermion lines mediated byγ photon,Z boson, and the
neutral Higgs particlesh andH. There will also appear dia-
grams with vertex corrections mediated by the same particles,
as well as those diagrams like vacuum polarization in theZ
andW boson lines with the ordinary fermions in the internal
lines. We asumme that all of these (and higher order) cor-
rections do not change the order of magnitude of Eq. (26).
However, at present time there is no available experimental
bound for the decayt → bWZ which would allow one to
check our prediction at tree level.
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